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Abstract
Euler deconvolution and two-dimensional modeling over part of Northern Bida Basin and its surrounding basement rocks, using aeromagnetic data was carried out in this research study. The study area is bounded by latitude 9° 00′ - 10° 30′ and longitude 5° 00′ - 7° 00′ with total area of 36,300 km². The magnetic data was processed using Oasis montaj to produce the total magnetic intensity (TMI) data. The TMI data was reduced to equator (RTE). The polynomial filter was applied on the RTE grid to perform regional residual separation. The residual data obtained was subjected to euler depth evaluation and two-dimensional modeling. The depth to the subtle magnetic anomalies and basement rock evaluated from euler deconvolution ranged from 3.083 m to 12.6 m. The highest thickness of sedimentary rocks in the study area was observed around Fashe, Mokwa, Egbako and Bida at the west, southwest and southern part of the study area. The profiles labeled AA, BB, CC, and DD were carefully drawn to cut across major strike in the study area. The result obtained from standard euler deconvolution was used as depth constrain for modeling the residual magnetic field anomalies. The result obtained from modeling shows average depth to the basement/basement structure. The depth was found to be high reaching a depth of about 3.1 km around Fashe, Mokwa and Egbako in southwestern part of the study area. This depth and the prevailing fracture/fault in the area could influence the accumulation of hydrocarbon in the study area. The average depth to the subtle magnetic source target (magnetic minerals) around Wushishi/Zungeru, Maiwayo and Paiko were suggested to be 12.8 m.
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Introduction
The crash of crude oil price in the oil market has drawn the attention of stakeholders to the non-oil revenue sector of Nigeria [1]. Despite the larger part of Nigeria is underlain by basement rocks rich in solid minerals, the search for solid minerals have not been given adequate attention. Thus, there is a gap in solid mineral information across the country. Currently, Nigeria solid mineral sector contrib-
utes less than 1% to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) Ministry of Mines and Steel Development [2]. The knowledge of the structural architecture of mineralized zones, the distribution and orientation of faults/fractures and shear zones; their formation and possible reactivation during the structural revolution and tectonic condition is a key to understanding the formation, origin and location of mineral deposits as well as exploration and finding a new target [3]. In view of environmental pollution associated with oil exploration and decline in the exploration of solid minerals in Nigeria, it is prudent to explore solid mineral deposit for human consumption and safety environment. Interpretation of potential data involves the numerical estimate of shape, volume and depth to the subtle magnetic anomaly. This study focuses on the magnetic interpretation, depth to the basement rock and mineralized fracture/fault that caused the magnetic anomaly; all were estimated through different techniques. This was toward achieving the precise depth to the subtle target (mineralized potential areas). Among the techniques were modeling and euler deconvolution.

The euler deconvolution and two-dimensional modeling of aeromagnetic data over Northern part of Bida basin and its surrounding basement rocks was used to differentiate and characterize regions of sedimentary thickness from those of very shallow basement terrain. These were also used to determine the depths to the magnetic sources. The result is used to suggest whether or not the study area has the potential for oil/gas and solid mineral potential. The study area is bounded by latitude 9° 00’ N to 10° 30’ N and longitude 5° 00’ E to 7° 00’ E located within Niger state Northwest, Nigeria (Figure 1). The study area have an area of 36,300 km² covered by 12 aeromagnetic maps.

**Geologic Setting of the Study Area**

The study area fall within the central part of the Northwestern part of Nigeria (Figure 1). The ma-
the schist belt [9]. The study area is bounded at the southwest and southeast by the Cretaceous sediment of Nupe Basin (Figure 2).

**Materials and Methods**

The materials used in this research study include high resolution aeromagnetic data of sheet 140-143, sheet 161-164 and sheet 182-185 covering the study area. The magnetic data was collected by FUGRO airborne services for Nigeria geological survey agency between. The data was flown at a mean terrain clearance of 80 m and profile line spacing of 500 m [10]. The magnetic data was analyzed using Oasis montaj version 8.3 for the production of total magnetic intensity (TMI) map of the study area. The data was reduced to equator and further analyzed using different methods such as euler deconvolution and modeling, suitable to achieve the designed objectives.

Euler deconvolution was applied to estimate the sedimentary thickness and depth to the subtle magnetic source in the study area. This method involves setting an appropriate structural index (SI) value of one (1) and using least-squares inversion to solve the equation for an optimum $x$, $y$, $z$, and $B$. This technique is based on the Euler homogeneity equation [11]. The magnetic field and its gradient is related to the location of the source of an anomaly, with the degree of homogeneity expressed as...
a structural index. The relationship is expressed as [11].

\[
(x - x_0) \frac{dT}{dx} + (y - y_0) \frac{dT}{dy} + (z - z_0) \frac{dT}{dz} = N(B - T) \quad (1)
\]

Where \((x_0, y_0, z_0)\) is the position of the magnetic source whose total magnetic field \((T)\) is detected at \((x, y, z)\). \(B\) is the regional magnetic field and \(N\) is the structural index related to the simple source geometry.

**Result and Discussion**

Quantitative interpretation of potential data involves the numerical estimate of shape, volume and depth to the subtle magnetic anomaly. In this study, estimation of depth to the basement/basement structures that causes the anomalies was estimated through euler deconvolution and modeling which were used in this study.

The total magnetic intensity (TMI) map (Figure 3) represents all the magnetic effect in the area. There are variations in magnetic intensity values which suggest a wide variety of different magnetic properties. The regions with high magnetic effect were denoted with \((H)\) and areas with low magnetic effect were denoted with \((L)\). These magnetic effects are due to the magnetic strength and magnetic susceptibilities of different types of rocks in the study area. The south western part is predominantly characterized with low magnetic response which is characteristics of sedimentary rocks. However the high magnetic effect in the area, suggests the presence of the intra-sedimentary intrusions or oolitic/iron ore, ferruginise sand stone in the area.

Usman, et al. [4] suggested based on the prevalent fractures/fault; the possibility of solid minerals in the southern part of Bida basin is feasible. A geomagnetic inclination of -4.234 and declination of -2.102 (Derived from IGRF) was used to reduce the

![Figure 3: Total field magnetic map of the study area.](image)
TMI. In doing these, the magnetic anomalies were centre over their sources. This makes the data easier to interpret while not losing any geophysical meaning. For the interpretation of aeromagnetic data covering the study area, the reduced TMI was separated by the first order polynomial method which gives rise to regional and residual field data of the study area.

**Residual Field Anomaly**

For effective interpretation of potential field data (magnetic data), the residual field data was separated from the regional background field. The residual field data represent the near surface short wavelength magnetic bodies (Figure 4). High magnetic effect with high frequency was observed on the residual field anomaly map at the northwest, northeast and southeastern part of the study area (Figure 4). Magnetic values of the residual anomalies ranged from -57.4 nT to 75.1 nT. The negative value could indicate a typical sedimentary rock while the magnetically responsive areas indicate the occurrence of basement rocks (igneous and metamorphic rocks) containing various amount of magnetic minerals. The high magnetic areas observed in the southwestern part of the study area could suggest the presence of oolitic iron ore or probably an intrusion of igneous rock into the sedimentary rock Usman, et al. [4]. Biswas, et al. [12] generally believe there would always be a susceptibility contrast across a fracture/fault zones due to oxidation of magnetite to hematite, or infilling of fractured rocks by dyke like bodies whose magnetic susceptibilities are different from their host rocks.

**Euler Depth**

The euler deconvolution, depth estimation technique was applied to the magnetic data in view of estimating the depth to the subtle magnetic anomaly and the thickness of sedimentary rocks in

---

**Figure 4:** Residual field anomaly map of the study area.
beled AA, BB, CC, and DD were carefully drawn to cut across major strike of the anomalies in the study area (Figure 6). These profiles were taken on residual grid using GM-SYS 2D models of Oasis montaj version 8.3. Two blocks (lithologic units) was created along the profile and points were introduced along the boundary. These points were used to calculate the depth of upper lithologic unit (sedimentary thickness) by adjusting the points to merge the calculated magnetic values with the observed magnetic values (string) (Figure 7). The depth to magnetic sources results obtained from standard Euler deconvolution was used as depth constrain for modeling the residual magnetic field anomalies. Anomaly areas including high density structural contact areas were modeled to estimate the sedimentary thickness and depth to top of the mineralized fracture/fault that would caused the anomaly (Figure 8). The regional and local controls of Gold mineralization are mainly structural, made

**Modeling**

The residual grid data was subjected to two-dimensional subsurface modeling. The profiles labeled AA, BB, CC, and DD were carefully drawn to cut across major strike of the anomalies in the study area (Figure 5). The highest thickness of sedimentary rocks in the study area was 3,083 m (3.1 km) at the south, southwest and western part of the study area (Upper Bida Basin), around Fashe, Mokwa, Egbako and Bida (Figure 5). The estimated sedimentary thickness of 3.1 km and the subsurface fracture/fault (magnetic lineament) could influence the presence of hydrocarbon in the study area. Usman, et al. [4]; Maigwara and Udensi [5] in their findings reported that based on the computed sedimentary thicknesses of 2.3 to 3.2 km and the prevalent fractures; the possibility of hydrocarbon accumulation in the southern part of Bida basin is feasible.

**Figure 5:** Euler depth map of the study area.
up of a system of transcurrent and subsidiary faults and other structures of Pan African age [13].

Profile AA has a length of 272.252 km (Figure 9). It was drawn across the two major lithologic (Sedimentary and basement rock) contact in the study area. The profile begins from Mokwa, across Wushishi/Zungeru to Alawa (Figure 6). The estimated depth obtained from the modeling (Figure 9) show the depth to the top of the basement ranged from 12.8 m to a minimum of 1,555 m and a maximum of about 3.1 km. The deepest part was about 3.1 km which agreed with result of euler depth around Mokwa and northern part of Egbako town (Figure 5). The Cretaceous sediment of Bida Basin was dipping to the southwest reaching a thickness of 1.72

The shallow depth of 112.8 m evaluated by the modeling, suggests shallow basement depth at the central and northeastern part of profile AA which agreed with result of euler depth around Zungeru, Minna and Alawa (Figure 5).

The profile BB was drawn across the contour km and 3.24 km [4-6].

**Figure 8:** Structural map of the study area.+

**Figure 9:** Observed and calculated magnetic depth for profile AA.
The profile CC have a total length of 272.252 km and was drawn from the northwest to southeastern part of the study area passing through Bomi Kagara, Tegina, Minna to the extreme north of Paiko. The profile run across the basement rocks in the northeastern part of the study area (Figure 6). The depth estimated from modeling profile BB range from 12 m at the central to about 1, 200 m at the northwest on profile BB. The estimated depth was suggested as the depth to the magnetic feature that caused the anomaly in that region. The abrupt changes in magnetic susceptibility along the profiles AA and BB (Figures 9 and Figure 10) suggested the presence of mineralized fracture/fault that could host solid mineral in the study area. The depth to the subtle magnetic anomalies in the central and northeastern part of profile AA agreed with estimated depth to the basement observed in profile BB and also the evaluated depth from euler at the northeastern part of the study area (Figure 5). These peculiarity in depth at the central and northeastern part of the study suggesting a shallow depth to the basement rock in that region concede with geology of the study area showing the basement rocks in that region.

The profile CC have a total length of 272.252 km and was drawn from the northwest to southeastern part of the study area passing through Bomi Kagara, Tegina, Minna to the extreme north of Paiko. The profile run across the basement rocks in the northeastern part of the study area (Figure 6). The profile line cut across the contour closures and the strike direction of magnetic closures in the study area. The profile was drawn across the basement rock in the study area. The modeled profile has average depth to the basement/sedimentary thickness of 260 m...
Kerrich and Wyman [14] reported that the regional fault systems have been suggested to be Pan-African crustal structures.

**Conclusion**

The average depth to the basement/basement structures (Mineralized fracture/fault) that caused the anomaly was 0.0128 km at the Central, Northeast, Southeast and Northwestern part of the study area. The sedimentary depth was found reaching a depth of about 3.1 km around Fashe, Mokwa and Egbako (Sheets 161, 182 and 183). This depth and the prevailing fracture/fault in the area could influence the accumulation of hydrocarbon in the study area. The average depth to the subtle target (potential areas of mineralization) around Wushishi, Maiwayo and Paiko were suggested to be 12.8 m.
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